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Michael Pregill’s approach here is a fruitful alternative to the question: “How Islamic is ISIS?” In
its place he asks: “What kind of Muslims make up ISIS? Whom in Islamic history do they most
resemble in their rhetoric and use of scripture, and what does this tell us about their position, their
appeal, and—perhaps—their prospects?”
The parallel he has found, the Isma’ili Shi’ite Fatimid dynasty of the tenth to twelfth centuries, is a
striking one. ISIS is a fanatically sectarian Sunni movement, and it is ironic that the group’s
unusual interpretation of the episode of Noah’s Ark in its online magazine Dabiq was anticipated
by a Shi’ite dynasty. But the point here is not that this makes ISIS somehow unconsciously
Shi’ite. Rather it suggests that ISIS, like the Fatimids, is trying to legitimate itself and the
gruesome violence it perpetrates to a Muslim community that largely rejects its message. The
Fatimids ruled over North Africa and the Levant from Egypt. Their Muslim subjects, even in the
capital city they founded, Cairo, remained Sunni. ISIS likewise has proclaimed a new caliphate
and demands recognition from a worldwide Muslim community that has roundly rejected its call.
Both groups resort to scriptural rhetoric to justify their earthly failure to win a mass following and
threaten recalcitrant fellow Muslims.
As Pregill explains, the Noah of the Qurʾān called to his community over and over to abandon its
sinful ways, to no avail. Of course his sinful neighbors would be punished in the afterlife for their
rejection, but God and his prophet were not content with that. Rather, they had to be threatened
with an earthly punishment to compel earthly compliance. The proselytizing of the Fatimids
among their Sunni subjects fell on deaf ears, just as ISIS finds most all of the world’s Muslims
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content to inhabit what it has defined as the “grayzone” of Islamic practice that does not
recognize the group’s religious and political authority. For these deniers, the flood looms.
Of course, the ISIS leadership takes their interpretation of the Noah story in a different direction;
for them, ISIS itself is the flood. Invoking the incident of the mubāhalah, as the Fatimids did as
well, though to a different end, ISIS links it to the Noah narrative, referring to “the Flood of the
Mubāhalah.”1 Much as Muḥammad frightened his opponents into backing down in a religious
dispute by invoking God’s curses on whichever party was in the wrong, ISIS threatens its own
opponents with destruction—at its hands—if they continue to oppose the group. ISIS is the
messenger and the punishment in one, even as the group also claims to be the harbinger of a
coming apocalypse.
These are Islamic arguments, but not because they objectively represent “true” Islamic doctrine
as plainly stated in scripture. As Pregill points out, ISIS seeks to legitimate itself scripturally by
invoking qurʾānic passages or ḥadīth that proclaim the sanctity of the pious minority, such as the
ḥadīth of the stranger, which states that “Islam began as a stranger and will return to being a
stranger as it began, so blessed be the strangers,” or the ḥadīth of the “saved sect,” in which the
Prophet says that his community will be divided into seventy (or seventy-two) sects, of which all
but one will end up in hellfire.2
But Islamic scripture can be invoked to make precisely the opposite case by invoking ḥadīth such
as “If you see a dispute, side with the majority,” or “my community will never agree upon an
error.”3 What makes a group (very) Islamic, as Graeme Wood says of ISIS, is not its doctrine or
the amount of scripture it cites, but rather its ability to present its doctrine in a language that links
it to Islamic scripture and tradition in a way that other Muslims feel obliged to engage with it. This
is not to say that doing so will win a majority following; a wide-ranging consensus could still reject
and refute ISIS’ doctrine, as indeed it has. The point is that other Muslims feel addressed in a
way they don’t by moral claims that invoke the life of the Buddha or the letters of Paul.
Pregill’s exercise here points to a typology of Islamic self-representation and legitimation. What
kind of Muslims avail themselves of the sorts of interpretations of the particular texts that ISIS
evokes? Minority groups resigned to the rejection of their understanding of Islam by the Muslim
population over which they claim sovereignty. With this reading of the Noah story, ISIS, like the
Fatimids before them, makes its rejection by its fellow Muslims a point of pride. The group’s
leadership cast themselves as lonely proclaimers of God’s truth in a gray, apostate world who will
see themselves vindicated in the end. And they present the violence they threaten and practice to
force acquiescence to their rule as godly “intellectual terrorism” with precedent in the life of the
Prophet himself.
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This is not how a group successfully winning hearts and minds reads scripture. We would do well
to remember this when we wonder about their standing in the world Muslim community.
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